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Executive Summary

An exhaustive debate around the uses to which the pharmaceutical industry is putting the status 

updating platform Twitter has been circulating around the web and specialist industry media for 

several years.1 Among other topics, the discussion has widened to include regulatory questions, the 

issue of whether an account should be team-managed or associated with a nominated individual, 

what constitutes appropriate or permissible content to publish, how to engage with an audience 

effectively, what sort of audience a pharma company's primary account can expect to attract, how to 

connect multiple presences, and a slew of other strategic and tactical concerns.2

Commentators and analysts alike have proved less willing to address the issue of how best to 

measure the relative success of those pioneering Twitter accounts that have secured some interest 

within the social web.3 Many reports have chosen to focus upon the most obvious quantitative 

measure of success, the 'Follower' count (those users who have elected to follow an account's 

postings), in order to rank account performance.4 However, a compelling case has been advanced 

that as a measure of how competently a pharma company's account is engaging with its target 

audiences, this metric is of little inherent value unless it is accompanied by a concurrent in-depth 

analysis of who the followers themselves are.5

In the first of a series of quarterly reports, 'The Top 20 Pharma Accounts on Twitter: Rated, Ranked 

and Reconsidered' offers an analysis of the 20 pharma corporate, brand and campaign accounts with 

1 The discussions around this topic are fluid in nature, and current thinking is evolving on a constant basis. PDF tweet 
archives from a trio of recent conferences in Berlin organized by eyeforpharma, ExL and Health Care Social Media  
Europe (#hcsmeu's #hcsmeucamp) respectively that have discoursed upon this subject in various contexts can be 
found at http://bit.ly/bYBGBg and http://bit.ly/aGUTRk (#efp), http://bit.ly/9GfKCt (#digpharm) and 
http://bit.ly/b2NjM5 (#hcsmeucamp) respectively. 

2 There are a great many strategic and tactical guides to Twitter on the web. I offer a representative of the former at  
http://bit.ly/aCOryP, whilst Shwen Gwee of Vertex Pharma presents an exemplary specimen of the latter at  
http://bit.ly/6bigvy.

3 The question of what sort of metrics matter within the conversational economy of Twitter, as well as the issue of 
what constitutes 'ROI' within social media for pharma and how it should be defined has been thoroughly 
interrogated. I offer some thoughts on redefining the meaning of 'investment' at http://bit.ly/aCgTsN

4 Cf 'Pharma and social media: the leaders and followers', FirstWord, August 2009 http://bit.ly/cuBNC4
5 See Silja Chouquet of whydot pharma's three part series 'Pharma twittersphere: who is following you?' at 

http://bit.ly/7QFDPK, http://bit.ly/aDUNI1 and http://bit.ly/9Yp5Oh. Silja Chouquet's work demonstrates that whilst 
pharma's existing Twitter accounts are highly effective in securing the attention of service providers, journalists and 
bloggers, they are less efficient in connecting with healthcare professionals and health stakeholders.
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the highest follower numbers using 20 different statistical and visual measures derived from 15 

different tools. The report concludes with appendices offering rankings by influence, reach, 

impact, connectivity, visibility, awareness/engagement, and a rank of ranks that averages out 

the six preceding measures and presents a final order to compare against the by-follower ranking, 

noting the consequential differential between the two sequences.

In so doing, the report introduces new perspectives on the assessment of Twitter's strategic value to 

the pharma industry that will be augmented by future publications in the series.
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Methodology

There are many sentiment analysis tools available through which the social web may be interpreted,  

some of which are free, some of which are offered on a 'freemium' basis with complementary access 

to basic functionality and premiums for enhanced services, and some of which are made available 

on a subscription basis only.6 It is the opinion of the author of this report that the majority of the 

augmented services the subscription sentiment analysis platforms provide, such as access to legacy 

data, are of limited utility for the purposes of strategic decision making. As businesses adapt to 

customer expectations in their transition from a transactionally driven to a conversationally  

influenced economy, strategic adjustments and tactical refinements are more likely to be made on 

the basis of the experiences of recent weeks rather than those of preceding years.7

Primarily for this reason, 'The Top 20 Pharma Accounts on Twitter: Rated, Ranked and 

Reconsidered' has been compiled using tools that are free at the point of use, or which offer their 

basic services at zero cost.8 Each of the 20 Twitter accounts assessed has been rated for its 

influence, reach, impact, connectivity, and visibility. The prevailing sentiment of the followers 

of each account, and their passion for discussing that account are incorporated, as is the frequency 

of publication of tweets, and the hashtags that the account has used.

A number of visual measures are also represented for each account. A tweet timeline records the 

volume of tweets published over recent months, whilst a tweet density chart plots the average 

distribution of tweets throughout each day of the week. Aggregated daily and hourly tweets are 

shown, and follower growth against update frequency are also delineated. Wordclouds are used to 

portray both the terms that are most frequently associated with the account name (hence 

'@Novartis' not 'Novartis), and the words that are most commonly encountered in the user 

biographies of the account's followers. Finally, the top subjects by keywords collated from the 

account's recent tweets and a map depicting the account's distribution of followers by geographic 

6 Curated lists of free and subscription sentiment analysis tools and Twitter analytics resources, including those used 
in the compilation of this report, may be found here http://bit.ly/9i0T4w and here http://bit.ly/cGDjrq respectively. 
Statistical data for all 20 accounts was gathered on 21 March 2010. Visual data for all 20 accounts was captured on 
Friday 9 April 2010.

7 'Conversation is the new search', STweM's Posterous Presence, 11 April 2010 http://bit.ly/9pewxs
8 A definition of the measure assessed in each of the categories listed above is offered under the entry for the tool  

from which it was gathered in the Glossary at the end of this report.
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location are visualized.
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Overview

If the rank of ranks (p. 102) for the 20 Twitter accounts considered in this report assessed against 

their relative rank by followers demonstrates anything, it is that conversation is king on Twitter. 

The rank of ranks features 9 out of the 10 accounts that appear in the rank by followers, but only 

one of them is in the same place. The two accounts that leap to the top of the rankings, JNJComm 

and Roche_com, are those which may reasonably be said to have 'the most human face', quite 

literally in the case of the former which is the only account to state the identity of its author, Marc 

Monseau (Director of Media Relations, Johnson & Johnson), in the account name field.

The Roche account is also largely synonymous with its author, Sabine Kostevc (Head of Corporate 

Internet and Social Media, Roche) who 'signs' many of her tweets with the text '^sk' and whose 

postings from from her personal Twitter account, skoko, permeate into the Roche_com feed on 

occasion.9 It is not perhaps surprising that at the time of writing this report, the third most recently 

published tweet in the Roche_com feed is a message of congratulations to JNJComm on a 

humorous video about the anxiety that can precede attending a doctor's appointment10:

9 http://twitter.com/jnjcomm  , http://twitter.com/roche_com, http://twitter.com/skoko
10 http://twitter.com/Roche_com/status/12036095658  , 'The Appointment', Johnson & Johnson health channel 

(YouTube) http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXv_9tth518
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The strong performance from both of these accounts in the rank of ranks in consideration of the 

benefits a personality can bring to a corporate pharma account's influence, reach, impact, 

connectivity, visibility, and awareness-to-engagement ratio reinforces the opinion that users from all  

communities of interest approach Twitter with the attitude 'I want to see your face, not your logo'.11

The account to benefit from the biggest positive differential between the rank by follower and the 

rank of ranks is also one which is strongly associated with the person whose face constitutes its 

avatar rather than the drugs named in the patient information in the background. Racewithinsulin,  

chronicling the life of racing driver Charlie Kimball, leaps 10 places from 20 in the rank by 

follower list to 10 in the rank of ranks list.12

It is perhaps significant that these accounts constitute three fifths of the list of finalists in the 'Best  

Twitter Feed' category in leading industry commentator Jonathan Richman 2010 Dose of Digital 

Dosie awards.13 Whilst these findings should not be considered to be an endorsement of the strategy 

of associating an entire corporation's activity on Twitter with one individual, they do point towards 

the potential benefit of personalized accounts in terms of the reception and perception of pharma.

It is not impossible to imagine that the revolutionary transition from dictated medicine to  

participatory medicine that is currently underway may herald the proliferation of connected nodes 

of pharma Twitter account activity in accord with the healthcare consumer's accompanying 

11 'Twitter: I want to see your face, not your logo', socialmediatoday.com, 12 April 2010 http://bit.ly/aZBRj4
12 http://twitter.com/racewithinsulin/status/12020691616  
13 http://www.doseofdigital.com/2010/04/2010-dose-digital-dosie-awards-finalists-announced/  
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expectations regarding personalization, access and engagement that are widely anticipated to follow 

in its wake and which may already be perceived in the inexorable rise of patient communities. 14

The data in this inaugural edition of 'The Top 20 Pharma Accounts on Twitter: Rated, Ranked and 

Reconsidered' invites some further comments. Those accounts which fare best in the rank of ranks 

are also those which make the best use of the Twitter protocols that expedite conversation and 

facilitate participation such as hashtags. Conversely, those at the bottom of the rank of ranks tend to 

use these protocols least.

The Tweetcloud wordclouds demonstrate that those account names that are mentioned most 

frequently tend to be in the top half of the rank of ranks, whereas those that are mentioned least 

frequently characteristically reside in its lower half. We may extrapolate from this observation that  

it is those pharma Twitter accounts that are willing to engage most most fully through their 

addressing of tweets to other users and retweeting of other users' tweets that produce the most 

references to their own account names as featured in the Tweetcloud images through the reciprocal 

replies their correspondence precipitates. The opposite is true for the Tweetcloud wordclouds 

appearing in accounts residing in the bottom half of the rank of ranks which correlatively generate 

less dialogue and therefore weaker (or in some cases, no) results.

However, it is a metaphor in miniature for the conversational economy that Twitter is driving 

forward in health that the Twittersheep wordclouds (generated from the biographical fields of the 

users who have elected to follow the 20 accounts under consideration) remain uniformly strong 

throughout the list. The dominant keywords produced intimate that these users emanate from 

constituencies that the pharma industry would presumably want to connect with, and indicate that  

conversations of interest are taking place within the social web regardless of whether the industry 

chooses to listen to, learn from, or engage with them fully or not.15

14 'Participatory Medicine is a movement in which networked patients shift from being mere passengers to responsible 
drivers of their health, and in which providers encourage and value them as full partners'. See 
http://participatorymedicine.org/. A curated list of some of the leading patient communities may be found here 
http://bit.ly/cgyELm

15 See 'What pharma doesn't need: better ways to say “no”', STweM 9 April 2010 for further analysis of the nature of  
the obstacles to full participation within the social web that pharma claims to discern. http://bit.ly/aCgTsN 
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As health conversations on the social web continue to increase in volume and importance, we will 

continue to rate, rank and reconsider the activities of pharma industry Twitter accounts with a keen 

interest.
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The Top 20 Pharma Accounts on Twitter: 
Rated, Ranked and Reconsidered
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pfizer_news (Pfizer)

Following: 1,956
Followers: 5,552
Lists: 358
Updates: 111
Created: 13 July 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/pfizer_news

Influence Sentiment

26 16:0

Reach Passion

21,913 4%

Impact Frequency

1.9% 0.4 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

7.6 #realdanger #bdi

Visibility Most popular tweet

365

PRWeek interview with 
Ray Kerins, VP, 
Worldwide 
Communications, on 
Pfizer's approach to 
social media 
http://tinyurl.com/pupu
5g     

Awareness/engagement ratio

6.4%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @pfizer_news throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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Novartis (Novartis)

Following: 11
Followers: 4,710
Lists: 271
Updates: 152
Created: 7 November 2008
URL: http://twitter.com/novartis

Influence Sentiment

16 4:1

Reach Passion

11,358 40%

Impact Frequency

2.1% 0.3 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

7.5

#cml #ash09 
#multiplesclerosis #ms 

#msmonday #h1n1 
#tuberculosis #malaria 

#asco 
#swineflu

Visibility Most popular tweet

7,100

Novartis pleased to 
support PatientsLikeMe 
to create an open online 
community for organ 
transplant recipients 
http://bit.ly/anUutE

Awareness/engagement ratio

5.6%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @novartis throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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Boehringer (Boehringer)

Following: 2,286
Followers: 3,724
Lists: 204
Updates: 412
Created: 17 November 2008
URL: http://twitter.com/boehringer

Influence Sentiment

18 3:0

Reach Passion

12,766 13%

Impact Frequency

2.0% 0.8 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

7.2

#dosie #fantasypharmaconf 

#drive4copd #twibbon 

#efp 
#multitaskingishardformen 

#fdasm #hcsm #parkinson 

#hcsmeu #4copd 

#followfriday #hesawards 
#ash09 #3 #4 #copday 

#digpharm #essm #journalists 

#digipharm #rls #wonca 

#ers09 #esc09 
#follow #twitterama 
#exltwitter #hiv #stroke 

#ems09 #emsch #epharma

Visibility Most popular tweet

4,440 http://bit.ly/36Bbjc 
Great video about 
Google Wave. This is 
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going to be amazing! 
Can't wait

Awareness/engagement ratio

5.5%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @boehringer throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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GSKUS (Glaxo GSK US)

Following: 109
Followers: 3,418
Lists: 234
Updates: 261
Created: 3 March 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/gskus

Influence Sentiment

N/A 4:0

Reach Passion

10.369 20%

Impact Frequency

4.8% 0.7 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

7.2

#bdi #haiti #fb #in 

#fdasm #blogwell 

#hcsmeu #wmbestco 

#healthcare #phr #followfriday 

#followpharma #su2c 
#pharma

Visibility Most popular tweet

597

Reading PharmaVoice. 
CEO Andrew Witty & 
3 other GSK people 
named '100 of the most 
inspiring people' 
http://bit.ly/rwfZt

Awareness/engagement ratio

6.8%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @gskus throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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JNJComm (Marc Monseau)

Following: 1,468
Followers: 3,333
Lists: 229
Updates: 796
Created: 9 February 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/jnjcomm

Influence Sentiment

29 13:1

Reach Passion

27.153 31%

Impact Frequency

2.1% 1.9 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

7.6

#worldhealthday #hcmktg 

#pillbox #sxsh 
#hcsm #tps #dosie #jnj 

#worldwaterday #patadherence 

#socpharm #rnchat #sxsw 
#er20 #sxswater #1 

#programorbeprogrammed 

#fdasm #livestrong 

#tedxaustin #tedxatx #diabetes 

#healthcare #epatients 

#health20 #education 

#hcsmeu #pharma #epharma 
#text4baby #q4ir #solar #ff 

#bdi #mobile #mhealth #blood 

#donor #nychbi #nychbl 

#nychnl #haiti #epatcon 
#innovation

Visibility Most popular tweet
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http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23healthcare+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23diabetes+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23tedxatx+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23tedxaustin+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23livestrong+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23fdasm+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23programorbeprogrammed+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%231+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23sxswater+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23er20+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23sxsw+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23rnchat+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23socpharm+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23patadherence+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23worldwaterday+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23jnj+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23dosie+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23tps+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hcsm+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23sxsh+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23pillbox+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hcmktg+from%3AJNJComm
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23worldhealthday+from%3AJNJComm


593

Thanks @kevinkruse! 
Here's a video about 
how we got started on 
Twitter from the 
#ePatCon back in 2009 
http://bit.ly/8RTvr3

Awareness/engagement ratio

6.9%
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http://favstar.fm/users/JNJComm/status/7490125793
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @jnjcomm throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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Roche_com (Roche)

Following: 584
Followers: 3,244
Lists: 263
Updates: 707
Created: 13 February 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/roche_com

Influence Sentiment

36 9:0

Reach Passion

17,021 17%

Impact Frequency

1.2% 1.8 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

7.6

#ff #rocheir #dosie 

#hcsm #hcsmeu 
#digpharm #pharma 

#epatients #fdasm #cancer 
#webcast #colorectal #iphone 

#iwd #rochepoll #sxsh 

#ollowpharma #followpharma 

#murphy #roche #molecular 

#biology #genome #sequencing 

#gene #expression #hesawards 

#feedback #rating #gicasym 
#asco #colon

Visibility Most popular tweet

559 Interesting study: EU 
ahead of US for trust 
using social media to 
source health info 
http://icio.us/qyg022 
#hcsmeu /via 
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http://favstar.fm/users/Roche_com/status/11477083257
http://favstar.fm/users/Roche_com/status/11477083257
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23colon+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23asco+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23gicasym+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23rating+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23feedback+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hesawards+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23expression+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23gene+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23sequencing+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23genome+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23biology+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23molecular+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23roche+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23murphy+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23followpharma+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23ollowpharma+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23sxsh+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23rochepoll+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23iwd+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23iphone+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23colorectal+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23webcast+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23cancer+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23fdasm+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23epatients+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23pharma+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23digpharm+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hcsmeu+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hcsm+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23dosie+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23rocheir+from%3ARoche_com
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23ff+from%3ARoche_com


@FarmerFunster

Awareness/engagement ratio

8.1%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @roche_com throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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GEHealthcare (GE Healthcare)

Following: 2,975
Followers: 2,998
Lists: 195
Updates: 201
Created: 10 July 2008
URL: http://twitter.com/gehealthcare

Influence Sentiment

11 1:0

Reach Passion

5,114 25%

Impact Frequency

0.8% 0.3 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

7.1

#hcsm #hcmktg #hcsmeu 

#2010sir #acc10 #acc2010 

#sir #iphone #imaging 

#cellsnyc #arabhealth #dubai 

#omniscan #rsna09 
#4029 #healthy 

#bcawareness #ge #vachon 

#bioconference #breastcancer 

#br #gedayhyd09 #healthcare 

#diagnosticimaging 
#technology

Visibility Most popular tweet

3,220

Radiologists, there is 
an #iPhone app for you 
too! 
http://bit.ly/ad11zV 
#imaging (apologies, 
previous link was 
incorrect!)
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http://favstar.fm/users/GEHealthcare/status/10171668429
http://favstar.fm/users/GEHealthcare/status/10171668429
http://favstar.fm/users/GEHealthcare/status/10171668429
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23technology+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23diagnosticimaging+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23healthcare+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23gedayhyd09+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23br+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23breastcancer+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23bioconference+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23vachon+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23ge+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23bcawareness+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23healthy+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%234029+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23rsna09+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23omniscan+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23dubai+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23arabhealth+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23cellsnyc+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23imaging+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23iphone+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23sir+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23acc2010+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23acc10+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%232010sir+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hcsmeu+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hcmktg+from%3AGEHealthcare
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hcsm+from%3AGEHealthcare


Awareness/engagement ratio

6.5%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @gehealthcare throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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genentechnews (Genentech)

Following: 77
Followers: 2,839
Lists: 177
Updates: 87
Created: 5 September 2008
URL: http://twitter.com/genentechnews

Influence Sentiment

14 1:0

Reach Passion

987 0%

Impact Frequency

0.9% 0.2 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

7.0

#daffodildays #fortunebestcos 

#haiti 

#breastcance
r

Visibility Most popular tweet

115

Learn more about 
Genentech's founders, 
Bob Swanson and Herb 
Boyer 
http://tinyurl.com/ycq9
bsw

Awareness/engagement ratio

6.2%
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http://favstar.fm/users/genentechnews/status/11769618752
http://favstar.fm/users/genentechnews/status/11769618752
http://favstar.fm/users/genentechnews/status/11769618752
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23breastcancer+from%3Agenentechnews
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23breastcancer+from%3Agenentechnews
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @genentechnews throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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AstraZenecaUS (AstraZenecaUS)

Following: 350
Followers: 2,707
Lists: 204
Updates: 340
Created: 7 January 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/astrazenecaus

Influence Sentiment

30 1:0

Reach Passion

3,475 30%

Impact Frequency

0.8% 0.8 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

6.9

#healthcarereform 

#factoftheda
y #econpharmsummit 

#deltweet #bipolar 
#delaware #green 

#philadelphia #h1n1 #flu 
#pharma #health 

#medicines #aha09 

#cancer #hcr 

#depression #hcsmeu 

#nami #detroit #medicine 

#healthreform #ahf09 
#philly #ccinnovation 

#cholesterol #epa 

#environment #esc09 
#followfriday

Visibility Most popular tweet
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http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23followfriday+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23esc09+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23environment+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23epa+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23cholesterol+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23ccinnovation+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23philly+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23ahf09+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23healthreform+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23medicine+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23detroit+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23nami+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hcsmeu+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23depression+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hcr+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23cancer+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23aha09+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23medicines+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23health+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23pharma+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23flu+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23h1n1+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23philadelphia+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23green+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23delaware+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23bipolar+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23deltweet+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23econpharmsummit+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23factoftheday+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23factoftheday+from%3AAstraZenecaUS
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23healthcarereform+from%3AAstraZenecaUS


1,750

AZ releases its product-
related social media 
engagement principles 
http://ow.ly/1cSjI

Awareness/engagement ratio

7.5%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @astrazenecaus throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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Amgen (Amgen Inc.)

Following: 0
Followers: 2,196
Lists: 157
Updates: 102
Created: 2 April 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/amgen

Influence Sentiment

11 1:1

Reach Passion

238 66%

Impact Frequency

0.5% 0.3 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

6.8
#dempseychallen

ge #psoriasis 
#pso

Visibility Most popular tweet

3,430

Phase 3 Denosumab 
Data in Solid Tumors 
or Multiple Myeloma 
Presented at ECCO 15 
- ESMO 34 Congress: 
http://bit.ly/16roAX

Awareness/engagement ratio

7.1%
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http://favstar.fm/users/Amgen/status/4145412147
http://favstar.fm/users/Amgen/status/4145412147
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http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23pso+from%3AAmgen
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23psoriasis+from%3AAmgen
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @amgen throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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Accesspharma (Access Pharma)

Following: 1,878
Followers: 1,956
Lists: 37
Updates: 1,000
Created: 10 May 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/accesspharma

Influence Sentiment

N/A 1:0

Reach Passion

108 42%

Impact Frequency

0.6% 3.2 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

7.1

#insulin #diabetes 

#hgh #biotech 
#cancer #clinicaltrials 

#market #pharma 

#marketing #twitter #ff #sbn 

#mucositis #stocks #rnai 

#rna #health #stock 

#biotechstocks #mugard #sanofi

Visibility Most popular tweet

801

News on Access 
Pharma's Oral Insulin 
first-in-man study ... 
http://bit.ly/bkzUI2 
$ACCP #diabetes 
#insulin

Awareness/engagement ratio

1.9%
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http://favstar.fm/users/Accesspharma/status/11424770566
http://favstar.fm/users/Accesspharma/status/11424770566
http://favstar.fm/users/Accesspharma/status/11424770566
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23sanofi+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23mugard+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23biotechstocks+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23stock+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23health+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23rna+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23rnai+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23stocks+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23mucositis+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23sbn+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23ff+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23twitter+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23marketing+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23pharma+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23market+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23clinicaltrials+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23cancer+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23biotech+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23hgh+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23diabetes+from%3AAccesspharma
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23insulin+from%3AAccesspharma


Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @accesspharma throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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COLDFX (COLD-FX)

Following: 1,913
Followers: 1,943
Lists: 63
Updates: 2.372
Created: 30 June 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/coldfx

Influence Sentiment

N/A 3:0

Reach Passion

2,645 14%

Impact Frequency

0.6% 8.4 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

6.6
#coldfx #avoidedanothercold 

#coldfxtrivia
Visibility Most popular tweet

1,420
SATURDAY TRIVIA – 
in which year was 
Vancouver incorporated

Awareness/engagement ratio

3.2%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @coldfx throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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ADHDSupport (ADHD Support)

Following: 0
Followers: 1,575
Lists: 87
Updates: 39
Created: 27 March 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/adhdsupport

Influence Sentiment

10 1.0%

Reach Passion

232 0%

Impact Frequency

0.4% 0.1 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

6.5 #adhd #1

Visibility Most popular tweet

1,970

ADHD Tips to help 
you stay focused so 
you can get through 
your busy days. 
http://bit.ly/6Dk21X

Awareness/engagement ratio

5.5%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @adhdsupport throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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MDT_Diabetes (Medtronic Diabetes)

Following: 0
Followers: 1,511
Lists: 60
Updates: 0
Created: 4 December 2008
URL: http://twitter.com/mdt_diabetes

Influence Sentiment

N/A 0:0

Reach Passion

0 0%

Impact Frequency

N/A 0 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

6.4 N/A

Visibility Most popular tweet

8 N/A

Awareness/engagement ratio

4.0%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @mdt_diabetes throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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AstraZeneca (AstraZeneca)

Following: 107
Followers: 1,401
Lists: 115
Updates: 114
Created: 3 August 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/astrazeneca

Influence Sentiment

N/A 2:1

Reach Passion

165 53%

Impact Frequency

0.4% 0.5 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

6.4

#tb #acc 

#econpharmsummit 
#cancer #uksnow 

#antibiotic #h1n1 #bio 

#health #idsa #pharma 

#ccinnovation #bpe09 
#diabetes #ecco15esmo34 

#ers09 #healthcarereform 

#esc09 #salss

Visibility Most popular tweet

4,010

In the News: 
AstraZeneca Told Sales 
Reps to Lie About 
Seroquel-Diabetes Link 
- Natural News.com: 
Ast.. 
http://tinyurl.com/qjz95
v

Awareness/engagement ratio
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8.2%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @astrazeneca throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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boehringerus (Boehringer Ingelheim)

Following: 563
Followers: 1,149
Lists: 107
Updates: 120
Created: 28 July 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/boehringerus

Influence Sentiment

N/A 0:0

Reach Passion

2,247 0%

Impact Frequency

0.4% 0.5 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

6.7

#diabetes 
#parkinson #hiv 

#4copd #diversitybp 

#followfriday #drive4copd 

#twibbon #lungcancer 

#copd #smokeout

Visibility Most popular tweet

92

Learn more about a 
treatment that may help 
reduce the risk of 
worsening symptoms in 
COPD patients 
http://ow.ly/Orrx

Awareness/engagement ratio

9.3%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @boehringerus throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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Allergan (Allergan)

Following: 0
Followers: 1,059
Lists: 52
Updates: 0
Created: 8 April 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/allergan

Influence Sentiment

N/A 2:1

Reach Passion

0 44%

Impact Frequency

N/A 0

Connectivity Hashtags used

6.1 N/A

Visibility Most popular tweet

1,520 N/A

Awareness/engagement ratio

4.9%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @allergan throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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EMD_Chemicals (EMD_Chemicals_Inc)

Following: 1,735
Followers: 1,055
Lists: 37
Updates: 361
Created: 11 May 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/emd_chemicals

Influence Sentiment

5 1:0

Reach Passion

1,414 0:0

Impact Frequency

0.4% 1.1 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

5.6

#cancer 
#research 

#genome #dna 
#cell #plant #stem 

#stemcells 
#protein #alzheimer 

#cells #science #genes 

#ucsf #genomics #antibody 
#immune #mitochondrial 

#sot2010 #gene #rna 

#neuroscience #ucsd 
#alzheimers #stemcell 
#chemistry #genetics 
#biology #nobel 
#biochemistry #sale

Visibility Most popular tweet
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http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23immune+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
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http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23genomics+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23ucsf+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23genes+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23science+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23cells+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23alzheimer+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23protein+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23stemcells+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23stem+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23plant+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23cell+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23dna+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23genome+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23research+from%3AEMD_Chemicals
http://search.twitter.com/search?q=%23cancer+from%3AEMD_Chemicals


116

Cancer stem cells 
escape & down-
regulate host antitumor 
immunity 
http://bit.ly/4xzAWK 
#cancer #stemcells

Awareness/engagement ratio

3.5%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @emd_chemicals throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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sanofiaventisTV (sanofi-aventis TV)

Following: 950
Followers: 997
Lists: 99
Updates: 136
Created: 27 May 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/SanofiaventisTV

Influence Sentiment

6 1:0

Reach Passion

78 0%

Impact Frequency

N/A 0.4 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

6.6

#afrique #diabetes #heart 

#sanofi #glucose 

#epidemik #santé #fibrillation 

#health #sebbag #elisabeth 

#poy #lantus #diario #correo 

#farmacéutico #cancers 

#lifestyle #bien #video 

#aquafeeling #vidéo

Visibility Most popular tweet

99

Sanofi-aventis 
introduces "sanofi-
aventis TV": strategy, 
expertise, presence, 
social responsibilities. 
http://sanofi-aventis.tv

Awareness/engagement ratio

9.9%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @sanofiaventistv throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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racewithinsulin (Race with Insulin)

Following: 23
Followers: 964
Lists: 75
Updates: 274
Created: 1 May 2009
URL: http://twitter.com/racewithinsulin

Influence Sentiment

N/A 8:0

Reach Passion

13,084 8%

Impact Frequency

0.3% 0.9 times per day

Connectivity Hashtags used

6.5 #wdd09 #epatcon 
#twtrcon #bgwed

Visibility Most popular tweet

478

Check out this video of 
Novo Nordisk's CEO 
on CNBC talking about 
healthcare and me! 
http://bit.ly/4420iL

Awareness/engagement ratio

7.8%
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Tweet timeline Tweet density

Aggregate daily tweets Aggregate hourly tweets

Follower growth (orange) and update frequency (gold) over the last 3 months where available
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Words most frequently associated with @racewithinsulin throughout Twitter

A word cloud generated from follower Bios
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Top subjects by keyword (March 2010)

Distribution of followers by geographic location
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Rank by influence
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Appendix 2: Rank by reach
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Appendix 3: Rank by impact
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Appendix 4: Rank by connectivity
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Appendix 5: Rank by visibility
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Appendix 6: Rank by awareness/engagement ratio
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Appendix 7: Rank of ranks vs. rank by follower and differential
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Glossary16

Awareness/engagement ratio – A measure derived by dividing the number of Twitter lists within 
which a given account features by its follower count, expressed as a percentage.

Created – Refers to the date upon which the Twitter account in question was created. The data cited 
in this report was sourced from whendidyoujointwitter.

Favstar – A site tracking the tweets of individual accounts that have been marked as 'Favourite' by 
followers.

Foller.me – Foller.me scans the 200 tweets most recently published by Twitter user and outputs a 
variety of data. This report reproduces a visualization of the geographical distribution of users by 
location for the accounts considered, as well as information concerning their use of hashtags.

How often do you tweet - How often do you tweet measures the number of tweets per day posted 
by a given account since its creation.

Klout – Klout is a tool to measure influence across the social web, allowing the tracking of the 
impact of user opinions, links and recommendations. Klout collates data about the content users 
create, how people interact with that content and the size and composition of the user's network. 
Data is then analyzed in order to find indicators of influence, collated and interpreted for the user.  
An 'N/A' entered in this field signifies that the account owner has not yet registered with Klout, and 
that data is therefore unavailable.

socialmention – s  ocialmention   is a social media search and analysis platform that aggregates user 
generated content from the internet into a single stream of information. The platform allows the 
tracking and measuring of user sentiment about individuals, companies, product, or topics across 
the web's social media landscape in real-time. Searches upon '@username' were undertaken for the 
purposes of compiling this report, and two measures were extracted: sentiment, defined as 'the 
ration of mentions that are generally positive to those that are generally negative; passion, defined 
as 'a measure of the likelihood that individuals talking about [the company in question] will do 
repeatedly'. Small groups of passionate advocates who discuss a company repeatedly will deliver a 
higher rating for this measure than single mentions by multiple authors. The former need not be 
perceived as a 'good thing'.

Tweetcloud – Tweetcloud is a wordcloud generator that outputs the most frequently used words 
that appear in tweets featuring a given search term keyword. Searches upon '@username' were 
undertaken for the purposes of compiling this report.

TweetVOLUME – tweetVOLUME count the number of times a word or phrase has appeared in a 
Twitter post. Searches upon '@username' were undertaken for the purposes of compiling this report. 
This measure demonstrates the shortcomings of usernames featuring underscores: for example, 
'@pfizer_news' returns 365 result whilst '@pfizernews' returns 1,900. The former account is the 
official Pfizer corporate presence on Twitter; the latter does not exist and reflects user error when 
referring to the account.

Tweetreach – Drawing its data from the last fifty available tweets, a basic Tweetreach report 
determines the total number of unique Twitter users that could have seen tweets containing the 
search term entered. Searches upon '@username' were undertaken for the purposes of compiling 
this report.

16 This glossary is intended to be a guide to the tools utilized in the compilation of this report rather than an 
introduction to Twitter. For the latter, see Mashable's 'The Twitter Guide Book' http://bit.ly/aZnSh8
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Tweetstats – Tweetstats graphs tweet timelines, tweet density, aggregate daily tweets, aggregate 
hourly tweets and more on a by-user basis.

Twitalyzer – Twitalyzer offers a number of metrics, although this report presents only its 'impact' 
metric. Impact, as defined by Twitalyzer, is a function of the correlation between the number of 
followers a user has, the number of unique references and citations of the user in Twitter, the 
frequency at which the user is uniquely retweeted, the frequency at which the user is uniquely 
retweeting other people, and the relative frequency at which the user posts updates.

Twitter Analyzer – Whilst Twitter Analyzer offers numerous metrics of variable value, this report 
is utilizing only its analysis of top subjects by keyword during the previous 30 days.

Twittercounter – Twittercounter graphs the growth in Twitter users' updates, follower and followed 
statistics.

Twitterscore – Twittescore creates a bespoke metric from an analysis of a given Twitter account's 
followers and their own popularity, the amount of users the account itself is following, the number 
of updates it has made, and other undisclosed measures to give a score out of 10. For the purposes 
of this report, I have deemed the product of this scoring process to correspond to the connectivity of 
the account in question.

Twittersheep – Twittersheep creates wordclouds from the Bios of the followers of given Twitter 
accounts, offering an interesting insight into the interests of those who follow the account in 
question. 
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About the author
Having spent a decade in academia and then a further ten years in scholarly publishing, Andrew 

Spong, PhD founded STweM in November 2008.17 He currently practices as a digital conveyancer, 

connecting scientific, technical and medical professionals with the constituencies they serve,  

establishing online communities, and creating the conditions of possibility for digital engagement. 18

Having lived and worked in both Europe and the USA, Dr. Spong currently resides on the south 

coast of the UK in West Sussex with his wife and four cats.

STweM’s digital conveyancy services

As a digital conveyancer Andrew Spong begins conversations with new clients by

• Helping managers convince the C-suite that they need to listen, learn, engage, and share in 

social environments. 

• Helping the C-suite understand what the managers are saying to them. 

• Helping managers assess needs, develop solutions, implement them, then measure outputs 

and adapt strategies and tactics. 

• Helping the C-suite understand not only that the ‘I’ in ROI now stands for ‘interest’, 

‘involvement’ and (as a negative metric) ‘ignoring your customers’, but also that the former 

is being superseded by ROC: return on connections. 

In practice, as a digital conveyancer Andrew Spong helps clients

• Identify what they need to do, and who needs to be doing it. 

• Assess, implement and maintain their optimal social media presence portfolio 

• Help them find existing and potential customers in new media environments 

• Incorporate social media initiatives into their strategic plan 

• Provide simple methods to ensure the effective tactical execution of their social media 

strategies 

17 http://uk.linkedin.com/in/andrewspong   
18 http://stwem.com/digital-conveyancy/  
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• Use social media to augment their professional conferences and events 

• Identify ways to add value to their communities through the appropriate use of social media 

• Run social media events at professional congresses, internal sales conferences, strategy days 

and society board meetings 

• Deliver targeted social media workshops for sales & marketing managers and their teams 

• Via one-to-one social media mentoring for senior managers needing to attain objectives 

STweM’s constituencies

• All healthcare constituencies (pharma industry, agencies, providers, patient advocacy 

groups, health organizations, government agencies) 

• All professional scientific, technical and medical (STM) interests (scholarly publishers, 

professional societies, conference and event organizers) 

• Third parties serving the above looking to outsource social media activities 

Andrew Spong, PhD

STweM: digital conveyancing for scientific, technical & medical communities

T: @andrewspong

W: http://stwem.com

E: andrew@stwem.com

M: +44 (0)7917 842890
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